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neW! Jalite tunnel escape route signs utilise the very latest 
photoluminescent technology which energises in seconds 
under normal illumination conditions, with the added benefit 
of a high visibility yellow border engineered to give 
conspicuous identification in both normal and power loss 
situations. Protected by an easily cleaned polycarbonate 
top surface for improved durability in a tunnel environment.

Requiring no electrical connection the unique 
photoluminescent material stores ambient light, and in the 
event of an emergency blackout the material illuminates 
independently, displaying the clear and concise message 
to direct occupants to a place of safety. 

Combining fire rated polycarbonate with Jalite C class 
photoluminescent technology has produced the definitive 
signing solution for tunnel safety wayguidance in an 
emergency.

Graphical symbols designed in accordance with EN ISO 
7010 ensure comprehension and inform tunnel occupants 
to the nearest emergency exit.

Tunnel Escape Route Signs
Manufactured on JALITE AAA photoluminescent material.  Simply brilliant!  A life may depend on it! Engineered for life safety!

Jalite The obvious choice 
for professionals who are 

serious about safety.

Standard Sign Size: 350 x 450mm

tunnel escape Route sign
in power failure lighting conditions 

•	 Requires no electrical connection.
•	 Fail safe activation….even if part of the 

system is damaged.
•	 excellent corrosion resistance.
•	 excellent photoluminescent performance.
•	 energised by low illumination levels.
•	 high visibility border.

Features	&	Benefits:

How	to	Order: Jalite tunnel escape signs are available to indicate both left (TSPC11) escape and right (TSPC12) escape. 
When ordering please use the following code system to indicate both the direction required and the distance to relative safety.
Jalite also offer an option to leave the distance blank and affix distance decals, which are available separately.

Typical	Examples:
‘Just specify your direction, distance / units of distance & we’ll do the rest’

tsPc11
‘Base moDel’

tsPc11-10m tsPc11-30Y

left Direction

tsPc12
‘Base moDel’

tsPc12-20m tsPc12-60Y

Right Direction

example a example B example c

tsPc11 tsPc11-10m tsPc12-60Y
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